NEW!

**WELCH CHARTS**

- 88 Single Topics
- Lithographed in Functional Colors
- 38 x 50 inches
- Cloth Backed
- Quantity Discounts
- Biology
- Botany
- Zoology
- Health and Disease
- Cancer Studies

No. 7256

This unusually comprehensive series of charts includes many that have never been shown in chart form before. They were planned in cooperation with the N. Y. Assn. of Biology Teachers. They meet the requirements of high school and college teaching. Test sheets and key sheets are available for biology classes.

See our Spring 1965 Condensed Catalog. Pages 129-132. Write for a copy today!

---

**COORS CHEMICAL PORCELAIN**

**CATALOG NO. 1965**

OVER 600 SHAPES AND SIZES OF COORS LABORATORY PORCELAIN

Coors Chemical Porcelain is in daily use in thousands of laboratories the world over. These include standard items such as beakers, boats, capsules, casseroles, crucibles, funnels and mortars — as well as many items especially designed for specific procedures or tests. Catalog shows complete range of styles, sizes and prices of laboratory porcelain for ignitions, digestions, evaporations, filtrations, grinding and pulverizing. Write for your own copy of this completely illustrated catalog — ask for Catalog No. 1965. Coors also makes an extensive line of alumina and mullite tubes and crucibles. Write for catalogs.

**SPECIAL OFFER**

**Write for Complete catalog**
IN V.O.M. RECORDERS

Ever seen a Recorder that looks like this? Neither have we—yet! But we’ve made just about every other modification in the book for our customers—with 1 range, 2 ranges, with push-button zero, with different scales, and with special chart papers. We’ve painted them custom colors, put a variety of customer designations on them. You name it, we’ll do it! Just let us know what, and the quantity. We’ll work up a quote that’ll be a pleasant surprise to you.

There are a goodly number of people who buy the standard instruments without modification, singly and in O.E.M. quantities. Boring, really, but we do fill these orders along with the specials. The standard Bausch & Lomb V.O.M. Recorder is a 5 inch Strip Chart Recorder that will record volts, ohms and milliamps directly. It has 5 built-in chart speeds, built-in event marker, built-in take-up reel, 5 voltage ranges, 6 linear ohms scales, 4 D.C. current ranges. Full scale sensitivity is 10mv, 2.5mv or 500 microvolts depending on the model selected. It has a number of other advantages, too. And, we have accessories, a variety of them, that make our recorders so versatile it hurts (other recorder manufacturers, that is!).

If you want further information on our standard recorders, so that you can tell us how you want them changed, write for Catalog 37-2068. Bausch & Lomb, 85621 Bausch Street, Rochester, New York 14602.

BAUSCH & LOMB

are therefore vital to obtaining significant calculations. It was evident at the meeting that a considerable amount of effort has gone into the collection and organization of good nuclear data. More than a dozen systems have been developed to process evaluated nuclear data. Perhaps the most advanced nuclear data system, the Evaluated Nuclear Data File, is being worked on at the Sigma Center at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Most nuclear data will be primarily available through inquiry to some computer system.

The time behavior of reactors is receiving increased emphasis. W. K. Ergen (ORNL) pointed out a number of mathematical problems in nuclear safety analysis which would require additional computations. However, because large reactors can lead to spatial instability in the flux, it is becoming necessary to consider spatial kinetics problems. Judging by papers presented from the United Kingdom and France it appears that this is an area of reactor computation in which the United States does not lead.

Depletion codes continue to be based on a series of steady-state diffusion codes. The new interest appears to be centered about allowing the user to specify the depletion chains of interest to him. Depletion or burn-up codes are tending to become systems or linked calculations and, for example, the KARE and NOVA systems, allow depletion calculations to be selected.

The usual competition was present between advocates of probabilistic methods (Monte Carlo) and deterministic methods. On the deterministic side, some results were shown for supposedly complex problems for the transport equation which gave good comparative results with Monte Carlo codes. The deterministic methods used only a fraction of the machine time required by the Monte Carlo codes. Two papers dealing with Monte Carlo codes, however, indicated that, by astute techniques, it was possible to reduce the computer time and still get satisfactory results. L. H. Underhill (United Kingdom) commented that a Monte Carlo program had the advantage of eliminating unnecessary human thinking and allowed the computer to do the real brute-force work. After comparing some deterministic and probabilistic results, the comment was attributed to Bengt Carlson that his faith was restored in the Monte Carlo method because it agreed so well with the deterministic methods.
This conference was very valuable to those present and will also be valuable to those who will receive the conference proceedings. Two of the "facetious" remarks made by J. J. Syrett (United Kingdom) point out the concern of man and computers. He commented, in reference to the new faster and bigger computers that are appearing, that "a sort of Parkinson's Law applies to computing in that the computing requirements always expand to fill the machine available." His second comment was that "the really important question was not the cost per operation on the computer but the cost per useful piece of output that one gets off the computer."

The meeting was jointly sponsored by Argonne National Laboratory, European Nuclear Energy Agency, and the Mathematics and Computations Division of the American Nuclear Society.

WARD SANGREN
Computer Applications Incorporated, San Diego, California

Forthcoming Events

September


19-23. World Medical Assoc., 19th general assembly, London, England. (H. S. Gear, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 10019)


20. Photo-Electronic Image Devices as Aids to Scientific Observation, symp., London, England. (G. V. McGee, Dept. of Physics, Imperial College of Science and Technology, South Kensington, London S.W.7)


20-24. Biochemistry, 8th Latin meeting, Lisbon, Portugal. (S. F. Gomes da Costa, Laboratorio de Quimica Fisiologica, Faculdade de Medicina, Hospital de Santa Maria, Lisbon)


20-24. International Council of Societies of Industrial Design, 4th general assembly and congr., Vienna, Austria. (Mrs. D. de

Airbrasive's precision jet helps IBM trim these to 1% accuracy every 3 seconds

One of the eight key steps in completing an IBM micro-miniature circuit package is the trimming of each printed resistor. Using the precise cutting accuracy of the S. S. White Airbrasive tool, IBM trims at a rate of one substrate every 3 seconds ... to accuracies of 1% of specified value.

The secret behind this delicate task is a microscopic stream of finely graded abrasive particles...gas propelled to supersonic speeds through a hypodermic-sized nozzle. Heatless, shockless precision cuts as fine as 0.005" can be performed on such easily shattered materials as germanium, silicon, tungsten, ceramics, and fragile crystal. The unique nature of the S. S. White Airbrasive tool also makes it ideal for cutting, cleaning, abrading, deburring tiny parts, and performing countless delicate operations.

With all its advantages, the Airbrasive unit is available at a relatively low cost. For under $1000 you can set up your own unit...and in many cases will find that the Airbrasive pays for itself on the first application by eliminating rejects, reducing handwork, or simply performing a job that you had previously thought impossible.

S.S.WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
Dept.49A, 201 East 42nd Street, N.Y.,N.Y.,10017
Telephone 212-661-3320

S.S.WHITE COMPANY
Industrial Division
Cressonieres, 70 Coubenborg, Brussels, Belgium.


20-27. Comparative and Cellular Pathology of Epilepsy, symp., Liblice, Czechoslovakia. (F. Hrabal, Foreign Relations Dept., Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Narodni tr. 3, Prague 1)

21-23. Chemurgic conf., Columbus, Ohio. (J. Tichnor, Chemurgic Council, 350 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.)


21-23. Magnetism, European conf., Vienna, Austria. (Verein Deutscher Eisenhüttenleute, Breit Str. 27, Düsseldorf, Germany)


21-24. Practice of Gas Chromatography, 4th annual mtg., St. Louis, Mo. (N. Brenner, Perkin-Elmer Corp., Main Ave., Norwalk, Conn.)


22-25. Committee of European Aca- rolest-w, symp., Milan, Italy. (G. Mathys, Stations Federales d'Essais Agricoles, Lausanne, Switzerland)


22-26. Paläontologische Gesellschaft, mtg., Zurich, Switzerland. (E. Kuhn-Schneider, Paläontologisches Institut d. Universitats, Zürich, Künslingerasse 16, 8006, Zurich)

22-28. Radiology, 11th intern. congr., Rome, Italy. (Secretariat, Via Reno 21, Rome)

23-25. French Medical Congr., Paris, France. (M. Bricaire, 40 rue Scheffer, Paris 16)


23-26. Mycology, tripartite conf., Germany, Austria, Switzerland: Klagenfurt, Austria. (Ostrian Mycology Soc., Postfach 200, Vienna 1)

23-28. Electronics and Vacuum Physics, 3rd Czechoslovak conf., Prague, Czechoslovakia. (Organizing Committee, Ke Karlovi 5, Dept. of Electronics and Vacuum Physics, Prague 2)

24-25. Communications, 13th conf., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. (Inst. of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Box A, Lenox Hill Station, New York 21)


26-29. American Inst. of Chemical En- gineers, 57th natl., Minneapolis, Minn. (AIChE, 345 E. 47 St., New York 10017)

27. Society for Pediatric Radiology, Washington, D.C. (J. L. Gwinn, Children's Hospital, 4614 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.)


27-1. Community Oral Health, hemispheric conf., San Juan, P.R. (N. O. Harris, School of Dentistry, Univ. of Puerto Rico, San Juan 00905)

27-1. Urology, French congr., Paris, France. (J. Michon, French Assoc. of

Exclusively with BEL-ART

SPIN BARS
MAGNETIC STIRRING BARS

Choice of magnet covered with Pyrex® Glass, Teflon®, Kel-F®, Vikem Vinyl, Polyethylene

Laboratory Plasticware Fabricators most complete line of magnetic stirring bars now available only through Bel-Art and Bel-Art dealers.

*Teflon® is Du Pont Co.; Pyrex® & Corning Glass; Kel-F®, Elgiloy.

Write Dept. E-9 for new listings.

BEL-ART PRODUCTS, PEOUWANOC, N. J., 07440 0Xbox 4-0500

PACE

Model PK15

New}

PRESSURE TRANSDUCER KIT

features

RANGES OF

±1, ±5, ±25, ±100

and ±500 psi, Gage

or Differential

• Provides multirange capability
• with interchangeable diaphragms...

• 1% Reading Accuracy, 1–500 psi.
• Accepts corrosive liquids and gases, both sides.
• Withstands Overpressure of 200 psi or

2,000 psi max. line pressure.

Write for complete PACE catalog.

Pace engineering company
13035 Saticoy St. North Hollywood, California
Triangle 7-0727

DRY ICE STORAGE CABINET

MODEL CS-34

All cabinets are manufactured of welded and polished stainless steel which contributes to cleanliness, appearance and serviceability. Efficiency has been accounted for in such features as high quality insulation, interchangeable storage inserts and size. The width allows passage through a normal door and the length is the only dimension changed in the three sizes. The cabinets are built with or without the CO2 entering the storage compartment. The cabinet on the left is our standard model and the unit on the right is specially constructed to the customer's design.

Custom Scientific Instruments, Inc.
541 Devon St.
Kearny, New Jersey
STIR-PLATE

STIRS

and/or

HEATS

- BEST SLOW SPEED STIRRING CONTROL
  - strong magnetic coupling stays locked in with stirring bar, no "jitter-bugging", maintains speeds.
- HEATS from near ambient to 700°F with cast aluminum 7" x 7" top.
- STIRS GENTLY OR churns STRONGLY even in heavy liquids.
- EMBEDDED HEATING ELEMENT is supported by refractory, heats evenly.
- STRONG, PERFORATED STAINLESS STEEL CASE thoroughly ventilates motor and controls, stays attractive.
- PRECISE CONTROL—choose any heat or speed separately or combined and it will hold.

Price with 2 Teflon Stirring Bars $84.50

NEW!

40-Page complete line catalog of heat/light/motion items: furnaces, controllers, hot plates, magnetic stirrers, Stir-Plates, constant temp. apparatus, Dri-Baths, culture incubators, PBI Apparatus, lab lights, meters.

Write now for F R E E copy of Catalog 65
symp., Univ. of Illinois, Urbana. (D. W. Compton, Dept. of Physics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana)


11-13. Manned Spaceflight. 4th meeting, St. Louis, Mo. (J. F. Yardley, McDonnell Aircraft Corp., P.O. Box 516, St. Louis)

11-13. National Acad. of Sciences, fall meeting, Univ. of Washington, Seattle. (H. Neurath, Dept. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Washington, Seattle 98105)

11-13. American Record Management Assoc., 10th annual conf., Minneapolis, Minn. (L. Loveless, Office Services, Honeywell, Inc., 2701 Fourth Ave., S, Minneapolis 55408)


11-14. American Oil Chemists’ Soc., fall meeting, Cincinnati, Ohio. (AOCS, 35 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60600)


11-23. International Organization for Standardization, Milan, Italy. (Soc. of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, 9 E. 41 St., New York 10017)

12-13. Cardio-Renal Consequences of Sustained Hypertension, seminar, Philadelphia, Pa. (Miss S. Rosen, Symposium Office, Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital, 230 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 19102)

12-14. Analytical Chemistry in Nuclear Technology, 9th conf., Gatlinburg, Tenn. (C. D. Susano, Oak Ridge Natl. Laboratory, P.O. Box X, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37831)


13. Medical Physics, seminar, New York, N.Y. (American Inst. of Physics, 335 E. 45 St., New York 10017)


13-15. Detonation, 4th symp., White Oak, Silver Spring, Md. (S. J. Jacobs, U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Spring 20910)


13-16. Tau Beta Pi Assoc., Inc., Univ. of Maryland, College Park. (R. H. Nagel, 508 Dougherty Engineering Bldg„ Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville)

13-17. Soil Biology, first Latin American colloquium, Bahia Blanca, Argentina.

Technical personnel are a large investment. Model 15’s advanced design prevents their capabilities being instrument-limited. ■ Reliability is an investment. Model 15’s quality and craftsmanship minimize expensive down-time. ■ Versatibility is an investment. Model 15 has ten different accessories which mount in seconds into spacious sample compartment (5½”x5½”x5¾”) to offer ready adaptability to a wide range of problems. ■ Performance is an investment. Model 15’s precision and repeatability meet tomorrow’s needs as well as satisfying those of today. ■ Make an investment in quality with a CARY 15. Priced under $12,000.

CARY
INSTRUMENTS
APPLIED PHYSICS CORPORATION
2724 SOUTH PECK ROAD - MONROVIA, CALIFORNIA
Phenol UV/VIS Recording Spectrophotometers • Vibrating Reed Electrometers
Looking for your Best Buy
in Life Insurance?

TIAA announces...

NEW LOWER Life Insurance Rates

Plus "QUANTITY SAVINGS" DIVIDENDS, which
reflect the economy of issuing larger policies. For example,

A $50,000 POLICY COSTS ONLY $98
at age 30. Here's how:

$50,000 20-Year Home Protection Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age at Issue</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual Premium (Payable only 16 Years)</td>
<td>$134.00</td>
<td>$159.00</td>
<td>$206.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Dividend End of First Year*</td>
<td>55.50</td>
<td>61.00</td>
<td>70.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Year Net Premium</td>
<td>$78.50</td>
<td>$98.00</td>
<td>$136.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These dividends are based upon the 1965 dividend scale and are, of course, not guaranteed.

This is a plan of level premium Term insurance which provides its largest amount of protection initially, reducing by schedule each year over a 20-year period to recognize decreasing insurance needs. There are several other insurance periods, and Home Protection policies are available at all ages under 56.

ARE YOU ELIGIBLE FOR TIAA? Yes, if you are employed by a college, university, private school, or other nonprofit educational or scientific institution that qualifies for TIAA eligibility.

Send the coupon for the new Life Insurance Guide and a personal illustration of TIAA policies for your age. TIAA is nonprofit and employs no agents.

1278
Metallurgy, annual western meeting, Winnipeg, Canada. (CIMM, 906 Drummond Bldg., 1117 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal 2, P.Q., Canada)


18–21. Advances in Gas Chromatography, 3rd intern. symp., Houston, Tex. (A. Zlatkis, Dept. of Chemistry, Univ. of Houston, Houston)


18–22. American Soc. of Civil Engineers, Kansas City, Mo. (W. H. Wisely, ASCE, 345 E. 47 St., New York 10017)


18–22. Application of Radiosotopes in Gastroenterology, symp., Lausanne, Switzerland. (A. Vannotti, Clinique Médicale Universitaire, Hôpital Cantonal, Lausanne)

18–22. American College of Surgeons, annual clinical congr., Atlantic City, N.J. (American College of Surgeons, 55 East Erie St., Chicago, Ill. 60611)


20–21. Airborne Infection, 2nd intern. symp., Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, Md. (E. K. Wolfe, Fort Detruck, Frederick, Md. 21701)


20–22. Circuit and System Theory, Allerton Conf., Univ. of Illinois, Monticello. (M. E. Van Valkenburg, Dept. of Elec-

Bausch & Lomb Diffraction Gratings are preferred by all major manufacturers of spectroscopic instruments as well as astronomers, spectroscopists and other scientists. As the world’s number one source, we maintain a stock of hundreds of different gratings and we can produce thousands of varieties from master gratings now on hand.

Our interferometric control is your assurance of the highest precision standards and finest quality gratings available. They are outstanding in their high resolving power, low ghosts and high efficiency.

B&L has specialized in coating both gratings and mirrors with fast fired aluminum plus MgF₂ for high reflectance at wavelengths shorter than 1500Å in the vacuum ultraviolet. Coatings of gold or platinum are also available for gratings for the extreme ultraviolet region.

Write to Bausch & Lomb, 64221 Bausch Street, Rochester, New York 14602, for Catalog D-261. It gives prices, uses, characteristics and details on the theory and applications of diffraction gratings.
MINIMUM CONTACT—MAXIMUM SAFETY

with self-sticking

time laboratory

tapes and labels

Self-sticking tapes and labels eliminate a direct source of personal contamination in laboratories. Pre-printed or plain tapes and labels provide a quick means of marking laboratory equipment. Just write necessary data on label (use pencil, pen or grease marker) and place it on any surface—glass, metal or plastic. Labels stick right through autoclave (up to 250°F), deep freeze (to −70°F), or water bath. When no longer needed these tapes and labels can be quickly removed leaving no sticky residue. Vinyl Coated—available in white or colors.

See your laboratory or hospital supplier for a complete selection of Time Tapes and Labels.

Professional Tape Co., Inc.
365 E. Burlington Avenue • Riverside, Illinois 60546

Spores—Ferns
Microscopic Illusions
Analyzed

Book now available
580 pages, approx. 1150 illustrations including color plates
Basic 3-D structure—tetrad spore types, their paths of development
Focal levels organized for easy reference
Exhibit: Background material for book—models, silhouette shadows, photomicrographs
Booth No. 72 AAAS Convention

Mistaire Laboratories
152 Glen Avenue
Millburn, N.J. 07041

Parr Instrument Co.
211 Fifty-Third
Moline, Illinois

A New Parr
Oxygen Bomb Calorimeter
with automatic temperature control

Parr now offers a completely new calorimeter for measuring heats of combustion with greater speed and excellent repeatability. Time-consuming manual temperature adjustments formerly required in adiabatic calorimetry are eliminated by an automatic temperature controller. Ask for literature describing the many attractive features of this and other Parr oxygen bomb calorimeters.

Technical Engineering, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana 61803
27. New Mexico Acad. of Science, Albuquerque. (K. S. Bergstresser, 739 42nd St, Los Alamos, N.M.)
21–22. Copolymer conf., Ludwigshafen, Germany. (Deutsche Bunsen-Gesellschaft für Physikalische Chemie, Varrentrappstr. 40-42, 6 Frankfurt am Main, Germany)
27–22. Electrochemical Current Sources, symp., Frankfurt am Main, Germany. (Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker, Postfach 9075, 6 Frankfurt am Main)
21–23. Microminiaturization in Automatic Control, symp., Munich, Germany. (G. Müller, Siemens & Halske AG, Wernerwerk für Messtechnik, Postfach 834, Karlsruhe, Germany)
25–27. Chemical Engineering, 15th conf., Quebec, Que., Canada. (Chemical Inst. of Canada, 48 Rideau St., Ottawa 2, Ont.)
25–27. Society of Rheology, Case Inst. of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio. (J. C. Miller, Union Carbide Plastics Co., Bound Brook, N.J.)
Ultra high speed Monroe DATALOG®
MC 4000 Printer delivers

6000 lines per minute!

That's 100 lines per second, synchronous or any speed less than 100 lines per second that your application might require. The MC 4000 is truly synchronous or asynchronous.


It's available in a numeric model (15 characters in each column) or in an alphanumeric model (43 to 64 characters in each column). Both models are 32 columns wide and have the same 6000 lines per minute printing speed.

Look at these MC 4000 features: Character serial input, bit parallel. Data transfer time of 50 microseconds (no buffers required). Only two moving parts — the paper feed stepping motor and the fan. Compact: 10 1/2" high, 10 1/2" wide. Rack mount available. All solid state with cathode ray tube through fiber optics. Any 4 line code for the numeric model; any 6 line code for the alphanumeric model. Any logic level.

Price, just $5650 for the numeric, $5850 for the alphanumeric model.

Reliable. Silent. Ultra high speed. Synchronous or asynchronous.

And, like all Monroe DATALOG printers, the MC 4000 is covered by a full year's warranty with on-site maintenance.

For additional information, specification sheets or a demonstration, write or call
Monroe DATALOG Division of Litton Industries, 343 Sansome, San Francisco.
(415) 397-2013.
There is no more precise or rugged transducer system than that which you can build around the Statham Universal Transducing Cell. And it is inexpensive, too.

The Cell itself, which is the heart of the system, costs $150. Add a $50 pressure adapter and you are ready to make pressure measurements in any range from 5 to 5,000 psi with ten interchangeable diaphragms at $20 each. Accuracy? Better than 0.2% terminal linearity and hysteresis. Overload protection? You may be able to wreck the diaphragm, but you cannot possibly injure the sensing Cell itself.

For force measurement loads up to two ounces, use the Transducing Cell alone. Adapters for larger loads of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, or 100 pounds give 0.1% accuracy for just $75 each. For tiny loads, use the Micro-Scale accessory ($25), which has three positions for 2X, 5X, and 10X mechanical advantage.

You can get the kind of precision we are talking about only from all-DC systems. And so, of course, the Universal Transducing Cell is a Statham unboned strain gage device. Our patented Zero-Length principle gives us a husky 16 millivolts per input volt from conventional strain gage wire. You cannot damage the Cell by mechanical overload. If you burn it out with excessive input voltage, it will cost you $15 for our one-day repair service.

We have a good companion readout box (accuracy 1/2%) for just $150. It has a battery power supply, a balancing and calibrating network, and a precise long-scale meter with taut-band movement. There is an output jack for an additional oscilloscope or recorder.

Soon to be announced are accessories for the measurement of strain and of the spherical radii of convex and concave surfaces. Your Universal Transducing Cell puts you on our mailing list for regular notification every time another new accessory becomes available.

STATHAM INSTRUMENTS, INC.
12401 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
PHYSIOLOGY

HYALON'S

NEW

TISSUE CULTURE

IT'S A MUST IF YOUR LABORATORY

SPECIALIZES IN:

TISSUE CULTURE

Virology

Cancer Research

Cellular Research

Experimental Biology

Toxicology

Genetics

Space Biology

Immunology Research

Virus Vaccines

BIOLOGY

OSCILLOSCOPE

BIO-AMPLIFIER

STIMULATOR

COMPACT • ECONOMICAL • VERSATILE

An oscilloscope, bio-amplifier, and stimulator in a single unit for teaching and research in the life sciences.

PB-3 SCOPE SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical Amplifier</th>
<th>TIME BASE</th>
<th>CRT</th>
<th>STIMULATOR</th>
<th>PHYSICAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAND WIDTH</td>
<td>SENSITIVITY</td>
<td>RISE TIME</td>
<td>IMPEDANCE</td>
<td>ACCURACY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C. to 50 KC Oscilloscope 50 MV to 50 V/cm Bio-amplifier in 10µV/cm to 100 mV/cm Less than 7 µ sec. Oscilloscope 1 Meg—Single End Bio-amplifier 20 Megs—Balanced 10 Megas—Single End</td>
<td>10 µ sec. cm to 1 sec./cm</td>
<td>Internal or External Slope, + or —</td>
<td>5&quot;</td>
<td>P7 (Filters available)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catalog Number 7092-680

For 115 VAC 50-60 CYCLES 10 WATTS

Other oscilloscope models available. For additional information—write for Bulletin PB-3-65

PHIPPS & BIRD, INC.

Manufacturers & Distributors of Scientific Equipment

6th & Byrd Streets — Richmond, Virginia

Yours

Hyland's new

TISSUE CULTURE CATALOG

It's a must if your laboratory specializes in:

Tissue Culture

Virology

Cancer Research

Cellular Research

Experimental Biology

Toxicology

Genetics

Space Biology

Immunology Research

Virus Vaccines

It's a must if your work requires:

Serums and Serous Fluids

Agamma Serums

Serum Ultrafiltrates

Balanced Salt Solutions

Synthetic Media, liquid

Synthetic Media, powdered

Embryo Extracts

Custom Formulations

Special Blood Fractions

and Antiserums

NOW

is the time to get your complimentary copy by sending this coupon to:

Hyland Laboratories

P. O. Box 39672, Los Angeles, Calif. 90039

Please send me your 1965 Tissue Culture Catalog:

Name

Organization or Firm

Street

City State Zip
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Books on Science and Scientists from Harvard

Newtonian Studies

Alexandre Koyré. Seven lucid and penetrating essays by one of the foremost Newtonian scholars, late Director of Studies at École Pratique des Hautes Études, Paris, and member of the Institute for Advanced Studies at Princeton. Dr. Koyré’s work explores in detail important ramifications of Newton’s scientific thought, his rejection of the Cartesian relativistic definition of motion, views on the equilibrium of fluids and bodies in fluids (in a previously unknown Newton manuscript), and how he concluded that the motion of planets confirms the presence of God.

$7.95

Biogeography of the Southern End of the World

P. J. Darlington, Jr. How can lands, separated by wide ocean gaps, share so many forms of life? Dr. Darlington, Alexander Agassiz Professor of Zoology at Harvard, suggests a satisfactory theoretical explanation for this long-puzzling phenomenon in his important history of life and land in the southern continents during the last 270 million years.

Illus. $5.95

Animal Species and Evolution

Ernst Mayr. “Certainly the most important study of evolution that has appeared for many years—perhaps even since... The Origin of Species.”—Julian Huxley, Nature. (Belknap) $11.95

The Mechanistic Conception of Life

Jacques Loeb. Edited by Donald Fleming. An extraordinary book that has played a unique role in the history of biology. (John Harvard Library) $4.25

At all bookstores

H

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138


---

**FISHER'S NEW ACCUMET™ 210**

**...THE ONLY pH METER THAT CAN ALWAYS PROVE IT'S RIGHT.**

Everything about the Fisher Accumet 210 is new. New fast-response, high-stability circuits that maintain accuracy as components age and change. New AC/battery operation, with a detachable line cord—in a laboratory-model pH meter. New guaranteed Fisher electrodes. New convenience of operation. And newest of all... a unique test circuit that tells you if there’s anything wrong with your electrodes, buffer or samples. (If the Accumet is at fault, it tells you that too.) You get all this and more in a modern pH meter that can be read to ±0.02 pH and is accurate to ±0.05 unit over the entire 0-14 pH range. Two millivolt scales cover 0 to ±700 and 0 to ±1400 mv. Temperature compensation... polarizing... current... micro-sample adapter: the Accumet 210 has them all—yet it costs only $330. For a free bulletin describing Fisher's fine new pH meter, write today to Fisher Scientific Company, 139 Fisher Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219.

---

**FISHER SCIENTIFIC**

World's Largest Manufacturer-Distributor of Laboratory Appliances & Reagent Chemicals

Complete stocks in all these locations: Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Cleveland • Houston • New York • Philadelphia • Pittsburgh • St. Louis • Union, N.J. • Washington • Edmonton • Montreal • Toronto • Vancouver
Here's the quality pipet that doesn't require kid glove treatment. It stands up under rough, daily use. It's the reliable pipet...in accuracy, readability and handling. Easy-to-read liquid levels because there is no meniscus—thanks to the non-adherent surface of chemically-resistant polypropylene.

Transfer, serological and measuring models in 1, 2, 5 and 10 ml capacities. May be assorted with other Nalgene Labware for maximum discount. Ask your lab supply dealer, or write Dept. 2121, The Nalgene Co., Inc., 75 Panorama Creek Drive, Rochester, New York 14625.


DETECT FREE RADICALS IN LIVING TISSUES
WITH THE jeol P-10 ESR!

In analyses of low free-radical concentrations, the JEOL P-10 has proven its extreme sensitivity — $1 \times 10^{-11} \Delta H$ — over and over again. It has the highest resolution available — capable of producing the finest splittings . . . essential in the study of complex molecular interactions.

- Compact — single console
- Multi-purpose sample cavity (dual type)
- Built-in wavemeter
- Automatic frequency control
- Saw-tooth sweep with oscilloscope
- ESR control available
- Complete line of attachments
we cater to microscopists

And why not? The Mikros VE-10 Vacuum Evaporator was originally designed specifically for use with an electron microscope—our own EM-20. Microscopists were the first to recognize its many advanced features—features that made it a laboratory favorite right from the start. Pressure-programmed valving, for example—fool-proof, error-free, completely automatic. Fast 3-minute pumpdown to $1 \times 10^{-4}$ Torr. Exclusive maximum conductance electric motor-driven valves. Air-cooled diffusion pump (no cooling water required). Motor and mechanical pump mounted on special anti-vibration suspension assembly. Compact 16” x 27” cabinet on easy-rolling rubber-tired casters. And others.

Because we make a point of catering to microscopists, we naturally supply a complete line of matched accessories including (A) a carbon evaporation assembly with unique high temperature steel leaf spring advance; (B) a special carbon evaporation assembly extension holder adjustable for height and direction, allowing evaporation over the center of the rotary table; (C) a tungsten filament evaporation kit; (D) rotary feedthrough tables; (E) tilting glass specimen tables; plus a variety of feedthroughs—all specifically designed to meet the needs of microscopists.

The price is right, too. You can buy the VE-10, complete with carbon and filament evaporation assemblies for electron microscope sample preparation for only $2645, f.o.b. Portland, Oregon. Your Varian/Mikros sales office has all the detailed information. Or just send for our Catalog Sheets C-20, C-60 and C-100.


Recent Researches in the Fields of Hydrosphere, Atmosphere and Nuclear Geochemistry. Yano Miyake and Tadashiro Koyama, Eds. Maruzen, Tokyo, 1965. Twenty-five papers; the volume is dedicated to Ken Sugawara.


Melabs CCM-1 ELECTRODELESS CONDUCTIVITY METER does conductometric titrations on aqueous and non-aqueous solutions with an equally sensitive touch. It can also monitor and graphically record the conductance of a flowing stream.

Its striking ability to handle all manner of substances without battaing a mho results from a design that eliminates direct contact between the solution and metallic electrodes. The advantages in terms of sample and electrode contamination are obvious.

The CCM-1 Conductivity Meter does away with time-consuming null balancing, allows direct meter readouts. Meter readings are repeatable within ± 0.5%.

The instrument, priced at $585, features all-solid-state circuitry for high reliability and comes with either a standard cell or a special flow-through cell.

"SEE MELABS AT ACS—BOOTH 209"

Complete product information and numerous application descriptions await your inquiry.
**International Atomic Energy Agency**

**IAEA**

Koerner Ring 11, Vienna I, Austria

**SITING OF REACTORS AND NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTRES**


Contents: Environmental considerations with particular reference to: Environmental; Environmental considerations with particular reference to the ground; Containment as it affects site selection; Criteria for site selection; Experience relating to site selection for nuclear research centres; Experience in site selection for power reactors.


Elsewhere: 60s. (1965)

**BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION AT THE MOLECULAR LEVEL**

Proceedings of an IAEA symposium held in Tokyo, March 1962. Subjects include water tracers, flow and course changes in rivers, flow and stratification of ground water, and silt movement in rivers and harbours.


Elsewhere: 54s. (1963)

**INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF ISOTOPES**

(3rd Edition)

The third edition contains information on some stable isotopes and their compounds useful as analytical tools and sold or distributed by major suppliers of the world, as well as most radioisotopes.

Contents: General information; abbreviations, definitions of terms, arrangement of subject matter, safe handling of radioactive materials, suppliers of isotopes and labelled compounds, irradiation services; Radioisotopes; Stable isotopes; Compounds of selected radioisotopes: Carbon-13, iodine-125; Carbon-14, iodine-131, phosphorus-32, sulphur-35; Compounds of certain stable isotopes: carbon-13, hydrogen-2 (deuterium), nitrogen-15, oxygen-18.


Elsewhere: £21.40

**PHYSICS AND MATERIAL PROBLEMS OF REACTOR CONTROL RODS**


Contents: Theory of control rods; Calculations and experiments with control rods; Basic nuclear and technological characteristics of control rod materials; Design, fabrication and performance of control rods; Engineering aspects of control rod systems; Methods for the control of reactivity.

792 pp. Price: In US and Canada: US $15.00 (1964)

Elsewhere: £4.10.0

A catalogue of IAEA publications will be sent free on request.

Order from:

**NATIONAL AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, INC.**

317 East 34th Street, New York, N.Y. 10016

Orders from outside the US should be sent direct to the IAEA at Vienna.
Biological and Medical Sciences

Advances in Enzymology, and Related Subjects of Biochemistry, vol. 27. F. F. Nord, Ed. Interscience (Wiley), New York, 1965. 640 pp. Illus. $17.50. Ten papers: "Mechanism of enzyme action—An approach through the study of slow reactions" by Kunio Yagi; "Extrinsic cotton effects and the mechanism of enzyme action" by David D. Ulmer and Bert L. Vallee; "Contributions of EPR spectroscopy to our knowledge of oxidative enzymes" by Helmut Beinert and Graham Palmer; "Chemie und biochimie des di-sulfidautausches" by Von L. Lumper and H. Zahn; "Enzymology of the nucleus" by Günther Siebert and G. Bennett Humphrey; "The chemical basis of mutation" by L. E. Orgel; "The origin of life and the origin of enzymes" by A. I. Oparin; "Experimental approaches to the origin of life problem" by Howard H. Pattee; "Inhibition of folate biosynthesis and function as a basis for chemotherapy" by George H. Hitchings and James J. Burchall; and "The mechanisms of microbial oxidations of petroleum hydrocarbons" by A. C. van der Linden and G. J. E. Thijssen.


Instantly Automate...

...your procedures with all-PYREX L/I REPIPETS* and Automatic Dilutors*. Using your reagents and your bottles, complete your procedures in 1/10 the time with far greater accuracy—and without cleanup. Absolute accuracy 1%, reproducibility ±0.1%. Just press a plunger to dispense, dilute, transfer and mix volumes from microliters to deciliters.

Handle any reagent safely, hot or cold, including volatiles, chlorinated hydrocarbons, concentrated acids and alkalies. Integral air filters keep reagents pure. No carry-over or cross contamination. No lubricants needed.

Inexpensive—Dilutors $89.50, including micro and macro tips. REPIPETS $45. Immediate delivery in 1, 10, 20 and 50 ml sizes. Write for six-page brochure which gives complete details and specific clinical and chemical procedures.

*Patents Pending, REPIPETS (REPetitive PIPETS) and Dilutors

LABINDUSTRIES

1740M University Avenue, Berkeley, California 94703

Phone: TH 3-0220, Cable LABIND
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It's Preferred Plastics
Labware from Mallinckrodt

Corrosive fumes or filtrate won't touch the Mallinckrodt filter pump. You can even use it to pick up spilled acid without harming the impervious plastic.

It's low in cost. Yet it lasts longer and actually pulls a better vacuum than metal types ($\Delta p$ of 730 MM Hg).

And there are more advantages:
- Practically unbreakable.
- Autoclavable.
- Connects instantly, fits standard laboratory faucet.
- Integral check valve won't corrode.
- Extra tube connectors are less than 15¢ each.

Why pay more for a filter pump that won't work as well, last as long, or take as much punishment? Beat corrosion. Put Preferred Plastic Filter Pumps on your next order from your Mallinckrodt Distributor.

©1966 MALLINCKRODT CHEMICAL WORKS

MALLINCKRODT CHEMICAL WORKS
ST. LOUIS NEW YORK LOS ANGELES

This complete Preferred Plastic Labware catalog is available now from your Mallinckrodt Distributor. It contains more than a hundred ways for you to keep labware costs down without cutting corners. Many items available from no other source. Send for it today.


Comparative Physiology and Pathology of the Skin. Arthur J. Rook and G. S. Walton, Eds. Davis, Philadelphia, 1965. 808 pp. Illus. $31. Fifty-five papers on the following topics: Comparative dermatology (5 papers); Hair (12 papers); Nutritional influences on the skin (3 papers); Porphyria and light sensitization (5 papers); The mast cell (6 papers); Immunology (13 papers); and Tumours of the skin (11 papers).


Grundriss der Ökologie. Mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Tierwelt. Wilhelm


Isotopes in Experimental Pharmacology. Lloyd J. Roth, Ed. Univ. of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1965. 502 pp. Illus. $12.50. Thirty-six papers on the following topics: Isotopic labeling of drugs (2 papers); Activation analysis (2 papers); Autoradiography (8 papers); Compart- mental analysis and dynamic measurements (10 papers); Drug biotransformation (8 papers); Biochemical pharmacology (4 papers); and Deuterium isotope effect: Elucidation of pharmacological mechanisms (2 papers).


Proceedings, International Union of Physiological Sciences (Tokyo, Japan),
I'm homely!

When we got tired of the simple, functional lines of our titrator for Karl Fischer moisture, we designed a new, streamlined one. Did everything our homely one did, just as fast and accurate too. When we checked and found the new titrator would cost almost $600 to produce, we said "Phooey!"

We think it's silly to charge a lot more money for a new model that doesn't do anything more. We're glad you agree—for you bought more WACO titrators this year than in any previous year.

While it still looks the same, our titrator shown above now features ball joint Pyrex glassware that won't drip, a unique drain flask, WACO magnetic stirrer, and many other exclusive advantages. But you still pay just $435, instead of $650.

Write for our TITRATOR BULLETIN

L A B O R A T O R Y S U P P L I E S A N D E Q U I P M E N T


4525 W. DIVISION ST. CHICAGO, ILL. 60651


Recent Progress in Hormone Research, vol. 21. Proceedings, 1964 Laurentian Hormone Conference (Lake George, N.Y.), September 1964. Gregory Pincus, Ed. Academic Press, New York, 1965. 687 pp. Illus. $24. Fourteen papers and discussions on the following topics: Recent advances in thyroid chemistry and physiology (2 papers); Hormones in normal and pathological physiology (2 papers); Pituitary hormones (3 papers); Steroid sex hormones (3 papers); Comparative endocrinology (2 papers); and Neurohormones (2 papers).


dog & primate cages

Molded seamless construction of rugged fiber glass reinforced plastics...
minimum effort required to clean and disinfect...maximum animal comfort...
especially strong doors with fool proof catches...economical to purchase and maintain....For further information write:
Department KS  
Kirschner Manufacturing Company
Vashon, Washington

**ELECTROPHORESIS**

EC451 electrophoresis apparatus makes paper electrophoresis possible under uniform conditions of paper wetness. Six—2½" or sixteen—1" paper strips are placed between nonwettable plastic surfaces, thus preventing evaporation and allowing sample to travel through uniformly wet paper from beginning to end.

The paper strips with sample applied are then clamped between water-cooled plates. When ice water is circulated through these plates, as much as 2000 V at 200 MA can be passed through the cell, permitting rapid separation.

**AMONG MANY RECENT APPLICATIONS FOR THE EC451**
- Mobility studies of iodinated human serum albumin.
- Two-dimensional paper agar electrophoresis of hemoglobin.
- High-voltage electrophoresis BAIB.
- Super-cooled electrophoresis of P-esters in non-aqueous buffers.

**WHY are MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT and**

A SINGLE PHOTOMULTIPLIER

**VITAL to AUTOMATIC DIFFERENTIAL REFRACTOMETRY?**

**MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT?**
The use of monochromatic light eliminates the dispersion effect found in instruments employing polychromatic light. Only the use of monochromatic light permits differential refractometers to be calibrated in terms of absolute refractive index difference.

**A SINGLE PHOTOMULTIPLIER?**
Drift due to temperature changes, spectral shifts, and fatigue are eliminated with the use of a single photomultiplier tube. This also permits measurement of highly absorbing and turbid samples, a capability not provided by other photo detectors.

The end result is an instrument with greater accuracy, more sensitivity, extended range and increased stability...the Phoenix Differential Refractometer. Want more reasons? Write for Bulletin R-2000.

PHOENIX PRECISION INSTRUMENT COMPANY
A Subsidiary of CENCO INSTRUMENTS CORP.
3803 S. 5th Street, Phila., Penna. 19145, U.S.A.

1297
**General**

**American Scientific Books, 1964–1965.** Phyllis B. Steckler, Ed. Bowker, New York, 1965. 260 pp. $8. This volume covers the period April 1964 through March 1965 and is a cumulation of titles, arranged by subject, from the monthly issues of the American Book Publishing Record. Scientific, medical, and technical books published in the United States are included, but juveniles and texts below the college level as well as government and business publications and most serials are excluded.


---

**EACH CHANNEL A SEPARATE PUMP**

12 INDIVIDUAL CHANNELS . . . 12 INDEPENDENT ADJUSTMENTS. Like getting 12 pumps for the price of one. New Durrum 12 AP liquid pump lets you change flow rates of 12 individual channels, even during operation, without disturbing other channels. Rugged, yet precisely built to provide any flow rate from less than 1 ml to more than 1200 ml per hour per channel.

Typical of the Durrum pump’s many uses:

- for continuous fermentation or bioassay studies ... meters up to 12 variables into one or more microbiological systems
- for gradient chromatography or feeding multiple chromatography columns
- a proportioning pump for automated wet chemistry analysis or reagent mixing and blending
- a perfusion pump for physiology and pharmacology studies

For further information, write to: Durrum Instrument Corporation, 925 East Meadow Drive, Palo Alto, California 94303.

---

**...the most useful Spectropolarimeter money can buy**

The Durrum-Jasco® Model ORD/UV-5 combines the most useful set of measurement capabilities ever presented in an Automatic Spectropolarimeter. With standard equipment, a single instrument can display precise recordings of:

- Optical Rotatory Dispersion from 1850 to 7000 Å
- Optical rotation kinetics
- Optical density or percent transmittance from 1800 to 7000 Å
- Specific or observed rotation

These additional standard features confirm the validity of your ORD recordings:

- Continuous slit-width recording
- Continuous photomultiplier voltage recording
- Wavelength scale expansion for analysis of structural detail

Breadth of the Model ORD/UV-5’s capabilities is matched only by the simplicity and convenience of its operation. And although you would expect to pay much more, the price is only $22,950.

For further information, write to: Durrum Instrument Corporation, 925 East Meadow Drive, Palo Alto, California 94303. Or phone (415) 321-6302.

*Japan Spectroscopic Company, Ltd.*


Thirty-five papers.


An International Bibliography of Non-Periodical Literature on Documentation and Information. Compiled and edited by Hans Zell and Robert Macheney. Maxwell, Long Island City, N.Y., 1965. 300 pp. $4. The bibliography contains 1555 references to books, pamphlets, reports, and technical papers published during the years 1930 to 1964. Russian material is not included. Entries are arranged alphabetically by author.


Science in the Nineteenth Century. René Taton, Ed. Translated from the French edition (Paris, 1961) by A. J. Pomerans. Basic Books, New York, 1965. 646 pp. Illus. $17.50. Thirty-four papers on the following topics: Mathematics (3 papers); Mechanics and astronomy (2 papers); Physical science (7 papers); Geological sciences (2 papers); Biological sciences (14 papers); and Science and society (6 papers).


Selected Readings in the History of Chemistry. Compiled by Aaron J. Ihde and William F. Kieffer. Division of Chemical Education, American Chemical Soc., Easton, Pa., 1965. 304 pp. Illus. Paper, $4.50. Fifty-nine papers reprinted from the Journal of Chemical Education (1933 to 1963) on the following topics: General history (12 papers); Analytical chemistry (12 papers); Physical chemistry (10 papers); Inorganic chemistry (6 papers); Nuclear and radiochemistry (4 papers); Organic chemistry (11 papers); and Industrial chemistry (4 papers).


Portable laser makes light work of observatory's alignment tasks

Riding the solar flare patrol can be an exciting job, particularly if you're working in the clear, crisp air of a place like the Climax, Colorado observing station of the High Altitude Observatory. From there you get to see some really spectacular solar scenery. But the work can be tedious, too, when you have to forego your observation for long periods of time while you painstakingly align your optical equipment. And sometimes that's just when you miss the best shows.

But the work of aligning the complex optical equipment has now become easier. Procedures that once took days are now accomplished in hours, thanks to a new labor-saving device called the Spectra-Physics Model 130 laser gas laser. With their portable Model 130, observatory scientists align the optics of coronagraphs and spectrographs, in bright daylight if desired, with none of the focusing or other problems experienced using a point source of light.

Whether you're working in an observatory, a laboratory, or a classroom, you'll find the Model 130 cw gas laser offers you far more in precision and performance than any other laser at anywhere near the price. May we send you literature, and put your name on the mailing list to receive Spectra-Physics Laser Technical Bulletins? Write us at 1255 Terra Bella Avenue, Mountain View, Calif.

New, high output (0.75 mw uniphase power) Model 130B cw gas laser, 6328A (1.15A or 3.39A optional) completely self-contained; 13 lbs; price $1225

At the Climax, Colorado observing station of the High Altitude Observatory, Chief Observer Bob James uses a Model 130 portable laser to align optics of one of the world's largest (40.6 cm) coronagraphs. Laser is also used to align the observatory's spectrograph.

Spectra-Physics

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS: SPECTRA-PHYSICS, S.A., Chemin de Somalis 14, Pully, Switzerland
Reprints


Modern Developments in Fluid Dynamics: An Account of Theory and Experi-
NEW INSTANT SHADING KIT

**Variable Transmission Material Activates when Exposed to Bright Light**

You’ve heard of instant sun glasses. Now, see for yourself, how colorless compounds become instantly colored upon exposure to light. Can be continuously colored, also reverses. Use to determine forward and reverse response curves, demonstrate photochemistry (using spectrophotometer), etc., in lab. Commercial applications include: automatically shading storage windows, auto windshields, house windows. Kit contains 3 ampules and 2 flat circular cells containing colorless photo-compounds. Any such turn red, green or violet when exposed to ultraviolet up to 1½” of reversible photopaper, sample of terebentine Hackmanite. 7” x 2½” x 1”. Each unit: battery, capacitor, bulb; instructions; booklet: “Photochemistry, Photography and Terebence.”

**Graduated Mechanical Stage**

**Easily Attaches to Microscope**

Eliminates awkward handling when slide must be moved. Has 50 mm. front to back and 59 mm. left to right excursion. Fixed vernier scale 0.1 mm. Dead center knobs horizontally positioned, conveniently located on right. Slides holder with adjustable arm and opining clip accepts slides, and double base slides, max. opening 3½”. Metal unit finished in black and chrome. Microscope stage easily drilled to attach with two locating pins and thumbscrew. Thumb screws for simple removal.

**MAGNETICALLY-MOUNTED MICROSCOPE MIRROR**

Superior to any magnetically held mirror, this unit will never misalign. Magnetically held, it will not wobble. Mounts directly to objective of any microscope. Easy to remove. Remove, Replace Retaining Rings Quickly with NEW, LOW-COST SPANNER WRENCH

Disassemble Lenses, Cameras, etc.

Completely versatile top-quality tool. Ideal for repairing instruments, optical, or just plain tinkering. Excellent design. Aluminum hex-headed tips in polished finish. Recessed, arm and lock securing—will not rotate. Fully adjustable for 1/16” to 7” diam. retaining rings, even greater with longer bars. Adjustable legs permit extending tips from 1/16” to 3” below spanning wrench head. Ind: 2 Malt for tennial hex bars 3½” lg. 7” lg. 1¼” across flats, 3 pairs general purpose tips—2 0.062” thick flat tips, 2 0.062” thick flat tips, and 2 0.062” diameter pin tips. These tips make your essential purpose tips from simple 7/32” Allen wrench.

**'FISH' WITH A WAR SURPLUS MAGNET**

Great idea! Fascinating fun and sometimes tremendously profitable! Tie a line to our 5-lb. Magnet—drop it overboard in bay, river, lake, ocean. Toss it along the bottom—your “treasure” haul can be outboard motors, anchors, fishing tackle, all kind of metal junk fish will swallow. Alnicco V Type—Gov’t Cost. $50. Lifts over 125 lbs. on land much greater under water. Order now and try this new sport.

**NEW, ALL-DIGITAL READOUT—**

Micro models to 0.001 ml. Macro models to 0.005 ml.

**NEW, BAYONET MOUNTS—**

for instantaneous exchange of cylinders

**NEW, AUTOMATIC FILL AND AUTOMATIC ZERO**

**NEW, ALL-GLASS OR FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS**

**NEW, CONTINUOUS DISPENSING OR AUTOMATIC FIXED-FI XED DISCHARGE**

The new line of Metrohm Motor-Driven Piston Burets offers numerous features not previously available. In addition to the above, important advantages over regular glass burets include: higher accuracy because readings are not affected by meniscus or drainage, potentiometer control for rate of delivery, refilling while dispensing without loss of accuracy, delivery is always under positive control, and all operations can be performed from a sitting position.

For complete descriptive literature, please contact:

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., Barrington, N. J.
RESPIRATION, Volume II

This is the second, and final, volume in the section of Respiration. In Volume I, are presented the historical introduction and basic concepts of structure and function. Volume II divides into roughly three major parts:

1) some additional basic concepts, applied to environmental stresses;
2) methods commonly used in the measurement of pulmonary function; and
3) abnormal pulmonary function.

This latest addition to the Handbook Series will be a needed volume in the library of every physiologist, thoracic surgeon, anesthesiologist, and biologist.

1965

42 contributors

$28.00

THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS CO.
428 EAST PRESTON STREET
BALTIMORE, MD. 21202


---

**Automatic Display Switching**

with the new Tektronix Type 547 Oscilloscope and 1A1 Unit

**DC-TO-50 MC**

**DUAL-TRACE**

**50 MV/CM**

**DC-TO-28 MC**

**5 MV/CM**

---

**Type 547 also uses 17 "letter-series" plug-in units**

With Automatic Display Switching, the Type 547 provides two independent oscilloscope systems in one cabinet, time-sharing a single-beam CRT.

You can control either or both traces with either time-base generator. You can operate one time-base unit as a delay generator—hold off the start of any sweep generated by the other for a precise interval from one-tenth microsecond to 50 seconds—and observe both the original display and the delayed display. Used with the normal sweep, this mode allows an alternate presentation of the same signal at different sweep rates—Channel 1 can be locked to Time Base A and Channel 2 can be locked to Time Base B. In many applications, this provides the equivalent of a dual-beam oscilloscope.

Used with the delayed sweep, this mode allows an alternate presentation of a waveform brightened over a selected portion, and the selected portion expanded to fill the full display area. With its facility for displaying both time bases alternately or separately, the Type 547 provides high adaptability in displaying waveform phenomena—

**For a demonstration, call your Tektronix Field Engineer.**

**Tektronix, Inc.**

P.O. BOX 500 • BEAVERTON, OREGON 97005 • Phone: (Area Code 503) 644-0161 • Telex 036-691

TWX: 503-291-6805 • Cable: TEKTRONIX • OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS IN OVER 30 COUNTRIES

TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES in principal cities in United States. Consult Telephone Directory. Tektronix Australia Pty., Ltd., Melbourne; Sydney • Tektronix Canada Ltd., Montreal; Toronto • Tektronix International A.G., Zug, Switzerland • Tektronix Ltd., Guernsey, C.I. • Tektronix U. K. Ltd., Harpenden, Herts
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ARIDITY AND MAN
The Challenge of the Arid Lands in the United States
Compiled by the AAAS Committee on Desert and Arid Zones Research
AAAS Symposium Volume No. 74
Editor: Carle Hodge, Associate Editor: Peter C. Duisberg. 604 pages, 98 illustrations, references, index.
Price: $12.00. AAAS Member’s cash orders: $10.00. 1963.
Second printing, 1965
The book sums up the United States experience with its arid lands: historical background; geographical background; research and technology, both failures and successes; recommendations; predictions for the future.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005